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Speed Bumps

GRADE 4

Discussion Question:
1. What do all of the animals in the story have in common?

Discussion Questions:
1. How fast do you need to run to break a record?

2. What besides their own legs helps runners have the speed
    to break records?

Discussion Questions:
1. Why do some animals need to be able to move
    themselves or their body parts quickly?

2. How is the squirting cucumber unique in terms of
    movement given that plants cannot move the same way
    animals can?

Smithsonian Science for the Classroom Module: How Does Motion Energy Change in a Collision?
www.carolina.com/ssftc
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4 Discussion Questions:
1. How does friction affect you when you play outside?

2. Why is it important for scientists to understand
    friction? 
 

Discussion Question:
1. When you walk outside or visit a zoo what evidence can
    you find that a collision has happened or is happening?

Discussion Questions:
1. How many sports can you think of where collisions 
    happen and a person needs to protect their head?

2. What are the most important features of helmets for
    protecting the head in a collision?

Discussion Question:
1. In curling, why do people need to sweep the ice? 
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GRADE 4 PHYSICAL SCIENCE: Speed Bumps 

Smithsonian Science for the Classroom Module: How Does Motion Energy Change in a 
Collision? 

 

“Nature’s Noisemakers” 

What do all of the animals in the story have in common? (Moving their body parts fast 
allows them to make sound.) 

 

“Record Breakers” 

How fast do you need to run to break a record? (Faster than Usain Bolt!) 

What besides their own legs helps runners have the speed to break records? (Their diet, 
how they train) 

 

“The Need for Speed” 

Why do some animals need to be able to move themselves or their body parts quickly? (So 
that they can hunt to get food, so that they can break an exoskeleton open.)  

How is the squirting cucumber unique in terms of movement given that plants cannot 
move the same way animals can? (The shooting seeds help grow more plants. Most plants 
can’t do that.) 

 

“Hot Air” 

How does friction affect you when you play outside? (It can make things we play with stop 
moving.) 

Why is it important for scientists to understand friction? (They need to know how long it 
takes for different things to stop moving.)  

 

“Animals in Action” 

When you walk outside or visit a zoo, what evidence can you find that a collision has 
happened or is happening? (Animals bump each other, something hits the sidewalk, 
animals climb trees and shake branches.) 
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“Brian Games” 

How many sports can you think of where collisions happen and a person needs to protect 
their head? (Football, hockey, baseball, cycling) 

What are the most important features of helmets for protecting the head in a collision? 
(Important features are a hard shell and inner lining.) 

 

“Let it Slide” 

In curling, why do people need to sweep the ice? (They sweep the ice to make it smooth 
so that the stone can slide. They sweep the ice to reduce friction.) 

 

  




